2nd Quarter Honor Roll

Students who have merited Alpha Honor Roll status at Archbishop Rummel High School for the second quarter are as follows:

12th Grade Alpha
Jake Bergeron, Peyton Bramblett, Patrick Brandenburg, Tyler Braud, Christopher Broome, Ryan Burlette, Mark Childress, Kyle Costanza, Chase DiCristina, Mark Gagliano, Zachary Gorondona, Jayme Haydel, Remy Hebert, Christian Hyde, Nicholas Judge, Conner Killian, Evan Klein, Reese LaCombe, Tri Le, Nicholas Neal, Gerard Nelson, Troy Sbisa, Tanner Tafaro, Israel Tucker, Peter Vu, Conner Wick

11th Grade Alpha

10th Grade Alpha
Noah Benoit, Shane Brotherton, Peter Bruno, Tyler Callaghan, Steven Cardwell, Daniel Cobar, Samuel Connors, Shawn DeBlanc, Bradley Este, Evan Francioni, Jacob Fury, Nathan Gomez, Ross Incardona, Trung Le, Mazn Mahdi, Michael McLaughlin, Michael Monistere, Joseph Nugent, Matthew Nuss, Erik Piedy, William Reed, Tyler Songy, Glen Thurmond, Jacob Villere

9th Grade Alpha
Students who have merited Beta Honor Roll status at Archbishop Rummel High School for the second quarter are as follows:

12th Grade Beta

11th Grade Beta

10th Grade Beta
9th Grade Beta
Ethan Adams, Brandon Andrew, Joseph Armit, Bryan Avila-Chavez, Ethan Bairnsfather, Thomas Baracco, Benjamin Bardwell, Michael Brown, Raymond Capello, Mason Celestin, Brandon Couvillion, Damon Edrington, Bryan Enamorado, Tory Grant, Ismail Heyer, Ross Hingle, Joshua Hymel, William Johnson, Michael Khalil, Peyton Kospelich, Hunter Kraus, Cade LaBine, Edward Lagarde, Stephen Lam, Craig Lindsey, Andrew Margavio, Stephen Powers, Jacob Smith, Isaac Suarez, Albert Teppen, Matthew Tetlow, Kyle Thibodeaux, Renzo Trinidad

8th Grade Beta